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1. Introduction and preliminary
Throughout this article, all Lie algebras are considered over some ﬁxed ﬁeld Λ and [ , ] denotes
the Lie bracket. Let L be a Lie algebra presented as the quotient of a free Lie algebra F by an ideal R .
Then the c-nilpotent multiplier of L, c  1, is deﬁned to be the abelian Lie algebra M(c)(L) = (R ∩
γc+1(F ))/γc+1(R, F ), where γc+1(F ) denotes the (c + 1)-th term of the lower central series of F and
γ1(R, F ) = R , γc+1(R, F ) = [γc(R, F ), F ] (see [7]). The Lie algebra M(1)(L) =M(L) is more known
as the Schur multiplier of L (see [2,3,6] or [8] for more information on the Schur multiplier of Lie
algebras). One may check that M(c)(L) is independent of the choice of the free presentation of L.
Furthermore, if we set γ ∗c+1(L) = γc+1(F )/γc+1(R, F ), then it is readily deduced from the short exact
sequence
0 −→M(c)(L) −→ γ ∗c+1(L) −→ γc+1(L) −→ 0
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A.R. Salemkar, Z. Riyahi / Journal of Algebra 370 (2012) 320–325 321and the invariance of M(c)(L) that γ ∗c+1(L) is an invariant of L. It is obvious that the image of the
canonical homomorphism γ ∗c+1(L) −→ γ ∗c (L) is ideal in γ ∗c (L), and γ ∗c+1(L) = 1 if and only if L is
nilpotent of class c andM(c)(L) = 0.
A Lie algebra L is said to be c-capable if there exists a Lie algebra K with L ∼= K/Zc(K ), where
Zc(K ) is the c-th centre of K . Evidently, L is 1-capable if and only if it is an inner derivation Lie
algebra, and L is c-capable (c  2) if and only if it is an inner derivation Lie algebra of a (c − 1)-
capable Lie algebra. Now, we deﬁne Z∗c (L) to be the smallest ideal T of L such that L/T is c-capable.
It is obvious that Z∗c (L) is a characteristic ideal of L contained in Zc(L), and Z∗c (L/Z∗c (L)) = 0.
It has been shown in [7] that the dimension of c-nilpotent multiplier of a ﬁnite dimensional Lie
algebra is ﬁnite. In this article, we extend this result by proving the following
Theorem A. Let L be a Lie algebra.
(i) If L/Z∗c (L) is ﬁnite dimensional, then both Lie algebras γ ∗c+1(L) andM(c)(L) are ﬁnite dimensional.
(ii) If L/Z∗c (L) is nilpotent (resp. solvable), then γ ∗c+1(L) is nilpotent (resp. solvable).
In general, the c-nilpotent multipliers of an arbitrary Lie algebra are not necessary isomorphic.
For example, if L is a ﬁnite dimensional abelian Lie algebra then [7, Proposition 1.2] shows that
M(c)(L)M(d)(L) whenever c = d. In the next result, we prove that c-nilpotent multipliers of perfect
Lie algebras are indeed isomorphic to the Schur multipliers.
Theorem B. Let L be a prefect Lie algebra. Then the canonical homomorphisms
γ ∗c+1(L)
∼=−→ γ ∗2 (L) and M(c)(L)
∼=−→M(L)
are isomorphisms for c  1.
To prove the above results we need to recall and develop some details on crossed modules and
exterior products. A crossed module is a homomorphism of Lie algebras λ : M −→ L with a Lie algebra
action (l,m) −→ lm of L on M satisfying (i) λ(lm) = [l, λ(m)], (ii) λ(m)m′ = [m,m′], for all m,m′ ∈ M ,
l ∈ L. If M is an ideal of L, then the inclusion map M ↪→ L is a crossed module. Given a free presen-
tation L ∼= F/R , one readily veriﬁes
Lemma 1.1. The canonical homomorphism μc : γ ∗c (L) −→ L is a crossed module in which an element l ∈ L
acts on an element f = f + γc(R, F ) in γ ∗c (L) by l f = [l, f ], where l is any lift of l in F/γc(R, F ).
Let λ : M −→ K and μ : L −→ K be two crossed modules. There are actions of M on L and of L
on M given by ml = λ(m)l and lm = μ(l)m. We take M (and L) to act on itself by Lie multiplication. The
non-abelian exterior product M ∧ L is deﬁned in [4] as the Lie algebra generated by the symbols m ∧ l
(m ∈ M , l ∈ L) subject to the relations
c(m ∧ l) = cm ∧ l =m ∧ cl, mm′ ∧ l =m ∧m′ l −m′ ∧ml,
(
m +m′)∧ l =m ∧ l +m′ ∧ l, m ∧l l′ = l′m ∧ l − lm ∧ l′,
m ∧ (l + l′)=m ∧ l +m ∧ l′, [(m ∧ l), (m′ ∧ l′)]= −lm ∧m′ l′,
m ∧ l = 0 whenever λ(m) = μ(l)
for all c ∈ Λ, m,m′ ∈ M and l, l′ ∈ L.
Any Lie algebra L acts on itself by Lie multiplication and so we can always form the exterior
product L ∧ L. In [5], it is shown that the commutator map κL : L ∧ L −→ L deﬁned on generators by
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is a crossed module. One thus gets the triple exterior product (L ∧ L) ∧ L, and applying this process
gives
∧c+1 L = (· · · ((L ∧ L) ∧ L) ∧ · · · ∧ L), c  1, involving (c + 1) copies of L. Note that the image of
κL is equal to the derived subalgebra of L, L2, and its kernel is a central subalgebra of L ∧ L, which is
isomorphic toM(L).
The following results are useful in our investigation.
Lemma 1.2. Let L be a Lie algebra and c  1. Then:
(i) There is an epimorphism
κ : γ ∗c (L) ∧ L −→ γ ∗c+1(L), x∧ y −→ [ x˜, y˜ ]
where x˜ and y˜ are lifts in F/γc+1(R, F ) of x ∈ γ ∗c (L) and y ∈ L.
(ii) The Lie algebra γ ∗c+1(L) is a homomorphic image of
∧c+1 L.
Proof. The part (i) is clear and the part (ii) is a straightforward consequence of [7, Proposi-
tion 1.4(i)]. 
Proposition 1.3. (See [4].) For any Lie algebra L, the exterior product L ∧ L is isomorphic to γ ∗2 (L).
2. Proof of theorems
To prove Theorem A, we ﬁrst present some different forms for the ideal Z∗c (L) of a Lie algebra L.
Proposition 2.1. The ideal Z∗c (L) of a Lie algebra L is the intersection of all subalgebras of the form θ(Zc(L)),
where θ : K −→ L is an epimorphism with ker θ ⊆ Zc(K ).
Proof. Set A = ⋂{θ(Zc(L)) | θ : K −→ L is an epimorphism with ker θ ⊆ Zc(K )}. By the deﬁnition
of Z∗c (L), there exists a Lie algebra K together with an epimorphism θ : K −→ L/Z∗c (L) such that
ker θ = Zc(K ). Suppose H = {(l,k) ∈ L ⊕ K | θ(k) = l + Z∗c (L)} and φ : H −→ L denotes the projective
map. It is readily veriﬁed that φ is an epimorphism with kerφ ⊆ Zc(H) and φ(Zc(H)) ⊆ Z∗c (L). It
therefore follows that A ⊆ Z∗c (L). To prove the reverse containment, we ﬁrst show that if {Ni | i ∈ I}
is a family of ideals of the Lie algebra L such that each L/Ni is c-capable, then so is L/
⋂
i∈I Ni . For
each i ∈ I , let 0−→ Zc(Ki) −→ Ki θi−→ L/Ni −→ 0 indicate the assumption that L/Ni is c-capable. Put
N =⋂i∈I Ni and K = {(ki) ∈
∏
i∈I Ki | ∃l ∈ L such that θi(ki) = l + Ni ∀i ∈ I}, where
∏
i∈I Ki denotes
the Cartesian product of the Lie algebras Ki . One may see that Zc(K ) =∏i∈I Zc(Ki). For each l ∈ L,
we can choose elements kl,i ∈ Ki such that θi(kl,i) = l + N . Consequently, kl = (kl,i) ∈ K and the map
L/N −→ K/Zc(K ) given by l + n −→ kl + Zc(K ) is an isomorphism. The conclusion is that L/N is
c-capable.
Now, let η : B −→ L be an epimorphism with kerη ⊆ Zc(B). Using the isomorphism L/η(Zc(B)) ∼=
B/Zc(B) and the assertion above, we conclude that L/A is c-capable and thus Z∗c (L) = A, as re-
quired. 
Using the above proposition, we obtain another representation of Z∗c (L) by free presentations as
follows:
Corollary 2.2. Let 0 −→ R −→ F π−→ L −→ 0 be a free presentation of a Lie algebra L. Then Z∗c (L) =
π(Zc(F/γc+1(R, F ))), where π is the natural epimorphism induced by π .
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phism β ′ : F −→ K such that θβ ′ = π . It is easily checked that β ′(R) ⊆ ker θ and β ′(γc+1(R, F )) = 0.
Hence β ′ induces a homomorphism β : F/γc+1(R, F ) −→ K such that the following diagram is com-
mutative:
0  Rγc+1(R,F )
 F
γc+1(R,F )
 L  0
0  ker θ  K  L  0,
  
β1 β 1L
π
θ
where β1 is the restriction of β to R/γc+1(R, F ). Obviously, K = ker θ + Imβ and hence
β(Zc(F/γc+1(R, F ))) ⊆ Zc(K ). One deduces that π(Zc(F/γc+1(R, F ))) ⊆ θ(Zc(K )). Now, the result
follows from Proposition 2.1 
In the following, we show that Z∗c (L) is the largest ideal of L such that the Lie algebras γ ∗c+1(L)
and γ ∗c+1(L/Z∗c (L)) are isomorphic.
Proposition 2.3. Let L be a Lie algebra with an ideal N. Then N ⊆ Z∗c (L) if and only if the quotient homomor-
phism L −→ L/N induces an isomorphism γ ∗c+1(L)
∼=−→ γ ∗c+1(L/N).
Proof. Let γ ∗c+1(L) and γ ∗c+1(L/N) be deﬁned in terms of free presentations L ∼= F/R and L/N ∼= F/S
in which S is the preimage of N in F . The kernel of the natural map γ ∗c+1(L) −→ γ ∗c+1(L/N) is then
γc+1(S, F )/γc+1(R, F ). Therefore, it suﬃces to verify that γc+1(S, F ) = γc+1(R, F ) if and only if N ⊆
Z∗c (L). Set F = F/γc+1(R, F ), R = R/γc+1(R, F ) and S = S/γc+1(R, F ). Then γc+1(S, F ) = γc+1(R, F )
is equivalent to S ⊆ Zc(F ). Invoking Corollary 2.2, π(Zc(F )) = Z∗c (L). Consequently, it may be inferred
that π(S) ⊆ Z∗c (L) if and only if S ⊆ Zc(F ). Taking into account that π(S) = N , the result follows. 
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.3 and [7, Corollary 2.2], we have
Corollary 2.4. Let N be an ideal of a ﬁnite dimensional Lie algebra L which lies in Zc(L). Then N ⊆ Z∗c (L) if
and only if dim(M(c)(L/N)) = dim(M(c)(L)) + dim(N ∩ γc+1(L)).
Now, we are ready to prove Theorem A.
Proof of Theorem A. (i) By Lemma 1.2(ii) and Proposition 2.3, we obtain an epimorphism∧c+1
(L/Z∗c (L)) −→ γ ∗c+1(L/Z∗c (L)) ∼= γ ∗c+1(L). It is shown in [5] that the exterior product M ∧ N
of two crossed modules is ﬁnite dimensional if both M and N are ﬁnite dimensional. Consequently, if
L/Z∗c (L) is ﬁnite dimensional then so is
∧c+1
(L/Z∗c (L)). The result follows.
(ii) It follows from [9, Theorem 2.2] and an argument similar to that used in the proof of
part (i). 
In readiness for the proof of Theorem B, we recall from [8] the concept of the universal central
extension of a Lie algebra.
Let ei : 0 −→ Mi −→ Ki θi−→ L −→ 0, i = 1,2, be central extensions of a Lie algebra L. Then we say
that the extension e1 covers (uniquely covers) the extension e2 if there exists a homomorphism (or
a unique homomorphism) φ1 : K1 −→ K2 such that θ2φ1 = θ1. Now, the central extension e1 is called
universal if it covers uniquely any central extension of L.
We have the following results regarding the universal central extension of perfect Lie algebras.
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(i) If the central extensions e1 and e2 are universal, then there is an isomorphism K1 −→ K2 that carries M1
onto M2 .
(ii) If e1 is universal, then K1 and L are both perfect.
(iii) If K1 is perfect, then e1 covers e2 if and only if e1 uniquely covers e2 .
Proposition 2.6. (See [8].) Let L be a perfect Lie algebra. Then
0 −→M(L) −→ γ ∗2 (L)
μ2−→ L −→ 0
is the universal central extension of L.
From the above conclusions and Proposition 1.3, we deduce that
Corollary 2.7. For any perfect Lie algebra L, 0 −→M(L) −→ L ∧ L κL−→ L −→ 0 is the universal central
extension of L.
Now we are able to prove Theorem B.
Proof of Theorem B. By virtue of Lemma 2.5(i), it is enough to show that the exact sequence
0 −→M(c)(L) −→ γ ∗c+1(L)
μc+1−→ L −→ 0 is the universal central extension of L for all c  1. Owing
to Proposition 2.6, the case c = 1 is true. Inductively, assume that the result holds for c  1. Since
γ ∗c+1(L) is perfect, it follows from Corollary 2.7 that
e : 0 −→M(γ ∗c+1(L)
)−→ γ ∗c+1(L) ∧ γ ∗c+1(L)
κc+1−→ γ ∗c+1(L) −→ 0
is the universal central extension of γ ∗c+1(L). Put δ = μc+1κc+1 and B = ker δ. We claim that the exact
sequence 0 −→ B −→ γ ∗c+1(L) ∧ γ ∗c+1(L)
δ−→ L −→ 0 is the universal central extension of L. For any
b ∈ B , κc+1(b) ∈ Z(γ ∗c+1(L)) and then the image of the inner derivation map adγ ∗c+1(L)∧γ ∗c+1(L)(b) is
central, whence the map is a homomorphism. As the central extension e is universal, Lemma 2.5(ii)
indicates that the Lie algebra γ ∗c+1(L) ∧ γ ∗c+1(L) is perfect. Hence the map adγ ∗c+1(L)∧γ ∗c+1(L)(b) must be
zero, implying b ∈ Z(γ ∗c+1(L) ∧ γ ∗c+1(L)). We therefore conclude that B is contained in the centre of
γ ∗c+1(L)∧γ ∗c+1(L). Now, assume that 0 −→ C −→ P
σ−→ L −→ 0 is an arbitrary central extension of L.
Evidently, T = {(x, p) ∈ γ ∗c+1(L) ⊕ P | μc+1(x) = σ(p)} is a subalgebra of γ ∗c+1(L) ⊕ P and 0 −→ 0 ⊕
C −→ T λ−→ γ ∗c+1(L) −→ 0 a central extension of γ ∗c+1(L), in which λ denotes the natural projection.
Thanks to the universality of the extension e, we can ﬁnd a homomorphism α : γ ∗c+1(L)∧γ ∗c+1(L) −→
T with κc+1 = λα. If γ : T −→ P is the natural projection, then σ(γ α) = δ and this proves our claim.
Therefore, by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 2.5(i), there exists an isomorphism ϕ : γ ∗c+1(L)∧
γ ∗c+1(L) −→ γ ∗c+1(L) such that μc+1ϕ = δ. It is readily veriﬁed that the following diagram is commu-
tative:
γ ∗c+1(L) ∧ γ ∗c+1(L)  γ ∗c+1(L) ∧ L  γ ∗c+2(L)
γ ∗c+1(L)
 
1γ ∗c+1(L)∧μc+1 κ
ϕ β
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fect, the crossed module μ is surjective. Consequently both 1γ ∗c+1(L) ∧ μc+1 and κ are isomorphisms,
implying that γ ∗c+2(L) is isomorphic to γ ∗c+1(L). This completes the induction and the proof of the
theorem. 
In [1], it is proved that the multiplier of a cover of a ﬁnite dimensional perfect Lie algebra is
zero (also see [8]). Now, Theorem B shows this result for c-nilpotent multipliers of covers of ﬁnite
dimensional perfect Lie algebras.
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